ADD THIS TOUR ONTO YOUR GARDEN ROUTE TOUR OR AFRICAN SAFARI

EASTERN CAPE WILDLIFE SAFARI
3 DAYS STARTING FROM PORT ELIZABETH OR FLY IN FROM CAPE TOWN
Witness the biggest concentration of African elephant populations on earth!
The perfect combination of thrilling wildlife activities, world class accommodation, fine
dining and absolute relaxation in the unspoilt wilderness, inhabited by a huge density
and diversity of animals. Exotic food and cultures can be enjoyed in this wild, malariafree area. This safari experience will create memories which will linger for a life time.

Example itinerary
DAY

TIME

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES

DAY 1

12h00-13h00

Arrival either by Air at Port Elizabeth airport or by car at the end
of a Garden Route Tour
Transfer to Safari Lodge
Check in and escorted to your accommodation by your guide.
Safari and other activity options offered on Lodge Daily Itinerary
Optional: Game Drive
Dinner at boma and Overnight at lodge
Early morning wake-up call and morning tea
Morning safari departs
Return for breakfast
Walking safari - if available
Lunch
Safari and other activity options offered on Lodge Daily Itinerary
Afternoon tea
Afternoon safari departs
Dinner and Overnight at lodge
Early morning wake-up call and morning tea
Morning safari departs
Return for breakfast
Safari and other activity options offered on Lodge Daily Itinerary
Lunch in Boma
Depart for the airport

DAY 2

DAY 3

13h00-14h00
14h00-15h00
15h00-20h00
17h00-19h00
20h00
05h30
06h00-09h00
09h00-10h30
10h30-13h30
13h30-14h30
14h30-16h00
16h00-16h30
16h30-19h30
20h00
05h30
06h00-09h00
09h00-10h30
11h30-13h00
13h00-14h00
14h00

Situated in the Greater Addo and Frontier Country area of the Eastern Cape Province of
South Africa - the malaria-free Game Reserve - a mere 50 minute drive north-east of Port
Elizabeth’s national airport.
This itinerary s meant to be a guideline only and changes with seasonal times.
Other excursions available are to neighbouring Addo National Elephant Park and The Born
Free Foundation and can be carried by prior arrangement.

All my tours are flexible Private
Tours for any length of time
Rates and terms on enquiry

HIGHLIGHTS
 'Big Five', namely: Lion, leopard, buffalo, elephant and rhino
 Walking Safari with registered Guide
 Visit to Addo Elephant Park and other
reserves in the area
 River Cruise with wildlife game viewing
 Bush Lodge Spa
 Community Cultural Tours
 Themed Dinners
 Indigenous wildlife and flora
Addo Elephant Park - This is the only park
in the world to be home to the big 7 and
provides some of the best game viewing in
South Africa. Catch a glimpse of nocturnal
animals drinking at the waterhole, gaze at
the starry skies and enjoy being away from
it all in the largest coastal dune field in the
southern hemisphere.
Safari Game Drives
Morning and evening safari game drives
are led by experienced and knowledgeable
game rangers who share their knowledge
of big game as well as the many other antelope species, birdlife and local African
folklore.
Become part of Africa as you experience
our Big 5 Safari Adventure in the malaria
free Game Reserves in the Eastern Cape of
South Africa..
Included in your stay are morning and
evening game drives leaving from your
lodge. You will be guided by informative,
professional rangers in open Land Rovers.
Here you can return to nature and explore
the abundant wildlife, the diverse vegetation and the dramatic landscape of the
Eastern Cape.
Wildlife you are likely to see
On 18 000 acres of the Reserve the animals
that you are likely to encounter are: lion,
elephant, rhino, buffalo, cheetah, giraffe,
zebra, wildebeest, monkeys, tortoise and
plenty of antelope species. You might be
lucky and see some of the more elusive
and shy animals like hyena or bat eared
fox.
This is your chance to be privileged enough
to see the world famous African animals
close up in their own habitat .The focus of
the game drives is not only the large majestic beasts but also the humble smaller
mammals, birds and insects which will
leave you in awe.
For a change of pace relax on board boat
cruise while meandering lazily along the
Bushman's River.
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